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the parents during the evening meal is the most fruitful
cause which provokes such attacks. Lead-poisoning from toys
made of caoutchouc and pottery, leaden soldiers, and the
like is pointed out as a cause of night-terrors, and bella-
donna and aconite injudiciously administered to children

suffering from whooping-cough are said to have a similarly
ill effect. Children who have been frightened by nurses with
tales of ghosts, dark prisons, and other terrifying things are
specially liable to suffer from night-terrors. Investigations into
the family history of the child reveal that in most cases the
commonest factor is an alcoholic or other neurotic habit or
taint in the father or mother, to which can be traced the
morbid nervous condition which expresses itself in the child
as night-terrors. Attacks mainly occur dunng the third
hour of sleep, and treatment should be directed to remove
all exciting causes whether internal (alimentary) or external.
The bromides may be given as cerebral sedatives, and the
last meal of the day should be very light and non-irritating.
Education of the child should be so regulated as to abolish
and suppress all morbid fears and tales provoking fear.

"TO INAUGURATE THE CENTURY."

IN the public health section of our Annus Medicus we
referred last week to the probability that the year 1901 would
be written down in history as a red-letter year in so far
as the prevention of tuberculosis was concerned, and we drew
attention more particularly to the erection of sanatoria. It
is now announced that the town council of Portsmouth have
honoured themselves by initiating the movement. They
have determined to inaugurate the century by promoting a
fund for estabishing a sanatorium for phthisical patients on
the southern slopes of Portsdown Hill. Portsmouth is

by no means alone in its determination to erect a

sanatorium, but, as far as we are aware, no other

sanitary authority has made the birth of the twentieth

century a basis for the movement. To some, indeed,
the milestones set, partly by nature, partly by man, upon the
path of time make no appeal. The passing of a century to
them is no more than the passing of a year. The prolonga-
tion of the sojourn of man upon this planet concerns them
not at all. Why trouble ourselves, they say in effect, with
the relief of suffering, with increasing the average duration
of life, with the limitation of infection 7 What matter? ’1

" You know how little while we have to stay,
And, once departed, may return no more."

Why, therefore, let the morrow disturb us ?
" To-morrow ? Why, to-morrow I may be
Myself with yesterday’s Sev’n Thousand Years."

But those who are satisfied with such philosophy are not
likely to peruse these lines, and their views need occupy us
no further. Life is a riddle which we possess an irresist-
ible desire to guess. The more thinking and responsible
portion of those who for a time occupy the surface of
this troublous planet feel impelled to promote the growth of
scientific truth, so that even if no solution of the mystery
of life follow they may at least do what they conceive to be
their duty by their contemporaries and also by their

posterity. It is for this reason that we ask whether some
concerted movement for the good and comfort of
the community by the promotion of scientific research

may not fittingly mark the progress of the centuries.
We should be glad to see the sanitary authorities

throughout the country awaken to the occasion in
emulation of the Portsmouth Town Council. The
idea of erecting sanatoria for the reception and treat-

ment of consumptive patients may not in all cases commend
itself, but the opportunities open to public bodies for doing
sanitary good are numerous. Those who pollute our streams
by their sewage might be persuaded to put an end to such
pollution; the communities possessing no isolation hospital

might erect one, cities where animals are slaughtered in private
slaughter-houses without proper inspection might provide their
inhabitants with a proper abattoir and facilities for testing
their animal food. And if none of these subjects appear
sufficiently sentimental for an occasion which none of us who
either read or write these pages will see again, let attention
be turned to the housing of the poor. Upon that platform
the theologian, the philanthropist, and the sanitarian can
meet to their mutual gratification But whatever scheme

may be adopted by public bodies, the opportunity afforded
by the dawning century of marking a stage of human

progress in some definite manner should not be lost.

AMBULANCE CLASSES AND THE LONDON
SCHOOL BOARD.

AMONGST the subjects recently introduced by the School
Board for London into their scheme of instruction in their

evening continuation schools are those of ambulance or first
aid to the injured and home nursing. In the first instance
an arrangement was entered into with the St. John
Ambulance Association for instruction in these subjects.
The School Board for London, however, wished to have
the matter entirely under their own control. They now
appoint their own lecturers and examiners, their object
being to obtain uniformity in the instruction given and
control of the standard of pass. They have their own

syllabus, compiled from those of the St. John Ambulance

Association, the St. Andrews Ambulance Association, and
the Aberdeen Ambulance Association, and they grant
their own certificate of proficiency. The course of in-

struction consists of 12 lectures given alternately by a.

medical man appointed by the London School Board and

by a school board teacher who holds the board’s certificate
for teachers-a certificate which is of higher grade and for
which there is a more complete syllabus of instruction and
a longer course. With regard to the attendances the reports
show an increasing number. In 1898-1899 the attendances
were for ambulance, 6800; home nursing, 2425. In 1899-

1900-ambulance, 9393 ; home nursing, 3252. The arrange-
ment and general supervision of the scheme have been
entrusted by the board to Dr. R. J. Collie, to whom the
merit of its construction is greatly due. Whether ambulance
classes come under the head of elementary education is, we
think, an open question, and we should like to know in
what the certificated teacher gives instruction.

CUNNINGHAM v. THE "DAILY EXPRESS."

WE must offer our hearty congratulations to the Daily
Express on its success in the libel action brought against
it by John Bernard Cunningham. The publicity given to the
trial by the daily press renders it unnecessary for us to say
more than that the alleged libels imputed to the plaintiff
were, according to the construction which he placed upon
them, that he was putting before the public a sham and pre-
tended cure for consumption, and that he was a quack and a
charlatan, and that the jury, after hearing the plaintiff’s
case as set forth by himself and his witnesses aided by the
skilful advocacy of Mr. Lawson Walton, Q.C., stopped the
trial in the middle of the defendants’ evidence and declared
themselves agreed that their verdict should be for the defend-
ants. Satisfactory as the abrupt ending of such a law-suit.
may be, we may be excused for regretting that the defendants’
case was not completed in order that the public might be
more fully warned against the kind of person who endeavours
to cozen them with sham cures for disease. It is better that
a lie should be contradicted and exposed than that it should
be merely disbelieved. For example, Cunningham’s counsel
said, presumably on his instructions, that the " Medical
Defence Association" had inspected the diploma of the


